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Select Recent GP Bullhound Transactions

CISION

FALCON.IO
Sold to

ETSY

DAWANDA
Transaction with

IPSOS

SYNTHESIO
Sold to

SPECTRUM EQUITY

ALLTRAILS
Sold to

UPLAND SOFTWARE

RANT & RAVE
Sold to

APAX DIGITAL

SOLITA GROUP
Sold to

ICIMS

TEXT RECRUIT
Sold to

INFOSYS

WONGDOODY
Sold to

KYU

KEPLER GROUP
Sold to

REEDPOP

GAMER NETWORK
Sold to
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Marquee Investments

IPO

IPOSold to Naspers Sold to Accenture IPO Sold to Bestseller Sold to Facebook

TRADESHIFTKLARNASPOTIFY SLACK BELIEVE DIGITAL WALLAPOP

AVITO FJORD MATHEMNEONODE 13th LABLEOVEGAS

SIGNAVIOONTRUCKLENDINVEST QUIXEL TIPTAPP JOBANDTALENT
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Recap of GP Bullhound’s 2018 Predictions

Correct predictionP
Partially correct prediction

P

× Incorrect prediction

Cyber Security Exposure and Adoption P2

An Uneasy Future for Politics and Technology P1

Mobile Trumps TV in China P3

Translation Technology Takes Hold P4

Over and Out Email ×5

International Labor Arbitrage Flourishes P6

The Unlikely Comeback of the Software Suite P7

Industry 4.0 P8

Regulators Rule on Boom and Bust of ICOs P9

Augmented Reality Adapts for Early Adoption P10



2019
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Digital Banking Continues to Rise1

▪ Tech-savvy millennials are driving the adoption in digital banking services

» 68% of US millennials use smartphones in tandem with their wallets to facilitate transactions

» Transition will be facilitated through the proliferation of services like Paypal and Venmo

▪ Traditional players are attempting to provide their own digital banking solutions

» JP Morgan is creating their own digital investing service to compete with Robinhood

» Zelle, created through the efforts of 7 large US Banks, created to compete with Venmo

» Goldman Sachs’ Marcus developed as a response to digital savings accounts

▪ Some areas in the banking ecosystem remain uncapitalized by large players

» Brex has reached unicorn status in under two years, by issuing credit cards to startup's

» ID Finance is providing digital access to banking services to technologically restricted areas

▪ There are associated risks and uncertainties around digital banking solutions

» Low unit economics, due to small average balances, make most digital accounts unprofitable

» Increasing saturation makes it difficult to establish a concrete and profitable customer base

» Most customers prefer to deal with humans to resolve issues and make long-term financial goals

91%
Prefer using mobile

banking apps

compared to a

physical branch

46%
increased their

mobile banking

usage from

last year

1,765
Bank Branches 

closed in 2017 in 
the US



App Distribution Moving away from Apple and Google 2
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▪ Some developers are considering cutting ties with the Appstore and Play store

» Epic Games’ “Fortnite”, was taken off the Play store - Android users download it via its website

» Netflix is removing iTunes billing from iPhone app

» Apple is facing a class action lawsuit in U.S claiming they use monopoly to overcharge customers 

▪ Tech Giants are creating their own separate platforms to host their applications

» Facebook integrated instant games into Facebook Lite, centralizing their services onto their app

» Provides 90m MAUs easier access to engage 270k Facebook groups

▪ Startup's are developing more consumer and distributor friendly models

» Newer players charge lower commissions and create new revenue streams for developers

– Robot Cache and Ultra.io

» Google will likely be hit harder as platform is more open 

» Apple will react if these startups are able to develop large, consistent user bases

App Distribution Moving away from Apple and Google 2

$34.4bn
In app revenues 

combined for Google and 
Apple in H1 2018

15%
Sales commission from 

iterative sales

30%
Initial sales 
commission
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Employee Engagement Goes High Tech3

▪ Firms are exploring how technology can find the right talent and do so with zero bias

» Glint and Zugata are using technology to create innovative performance management systems

» Data analytics will become fully integrated into the candidate life cycle driving how firms recruit

▪ M&A activity shows that there is interest in Human Capital Management (HCM)

» The number of acquisitions increased from 55 in 2015 to 76 in 2018 

» The median deal size has also increased by more than 10x – from $28m in 2015 to $300m in 2018

» LinkedIn’s acquisition of Glint shows how players are moving beyond traditional HCM software

▪ There are risks and concerns regarding the technology despite its potential

» If a firm’s practices are biased, they may be institutionalized vs. eliminated by the technology

» AI needs to be transparent and tuneable, allowing tweaks to the algorithms to reduce bias

47%
of organizations

are involved

in automation

projects

$6bn
of investment has

been made in over

1,000 start-ups in

the last three years

24%
of organizations

are using AI

to make tasks

routine



Retail Technology Gets Smarter4
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Retail Technology Gets Smarter4

▪ Most purchases are conducted offline, despite growth in digital retail 

» 88% of all global retail purchases are still made physically 

– Approx. $25tn vs ~$3tn

» Mobile represents more than half of digital retail traffic and ~30% of 
purchases

▪ Companies are initiating the next generation of retail, combining 

physical and digital

» Alibaba Hema supermarket/restaurant

– Opened 65 retail stores in 2018 across China

– Customers use app to scan products, get info and pay for groceries

» Amazon Go experiments with no checkouts, tracks instore shoppers and 
bills the users’ account

▪ Start-ups are providing an array of possible solutions to enhance 

physical retail

» NanoVR creates virtual interfaces, such as brand ambassadors or 
interactive store showcases

» AI Chatbot system learns from customer interactions, creating more 
personable instore assistants

61%
Prefer brands with

physical stores

than online

only brands

40%
Would pay more

for a product if they

could experience

it in AR

58%
Use smartphones

to research

products whilst

in a store



Artificial Intelligence is the End of Repetition, 

not the End of Life
5
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Artificial Intelligence is the End of Repetition,      

not the End of Life

▪ “The development of full artificial intelligence could spell the end of the human race… 

Humans, who are limited by slow biological evolution, couldn’t compete and would be 

superseded,” – the late Stephen Hawking, in 2014

▪ From the 1910s to the 2000s, labor distribution has changed to reflect shifts in society

» Farmers in the U.S. declined from 24% to <1% of labor force

» Technical professions rose 20%, teachers doubled, and health workers grew by 7x

» The concept of an engineer meanwhile went from almost non-existent, to 5% of the workforce

▪ AI has the potential to – and increasingly will – solve important issues for the labor force

» AI will augment tasks that existing employees spend far too much of their time completing

– mundane and repetitive tasks

» Software will be capable of menial tasks such as completing forms & data extraction

▪ Though concerns exist around impact of AI and workforce automation, we believe 

working conditions will improve

» More flexible work hours and work environments

» Less confinement and time commuting = increased productivity  
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5 Artificial Intelligence is the End of Repetition,      

not the End of Life (Cont’d)

▪ AI will improve working conditions and the working experience

» AI will augment the domain of tasks that employees spend too much time completing

» UiPath develops Robotic Process Automation Software, automating tasks such as copying and 
pasting, completing forms and extracting data

▪ Many innovators in the space are painting a picture of symbiosis between humans and 

artificial intelligence

» Apprentice.io raised $8m in Sept’18 to enhance productivity for skilled laborers

» Helps lab scientists access standard operating procedures, visualize 3D technique demonstration, 
and capture data with computer vision

» It has potential to assist many professions including surgeons, machinists, soldiers and chefs

31%
of companies are

expected to add AI

over the next year

4.5x
increase in

jobs requiring

AI skills

since 2013

47%
of digitally mature

organizations

have AI

strategies



Consumer Subscription Set to Eclipse Advertising6
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Consumer Subscription Set to Eclipse Advertising6

▪ Software as a Service (SaaS) has become predominant enterprise software model

» Leading software companies, such as Sage and Autodesk, are transitioning to SaaS platforms

▪ Ad-backed model misdirects companies to create as much demand for ad space, 

instead of improving user experience and satisfaction

» Companies must pour money into ad sales teams to lure traffic by appealing to the masses

» Ad-support constrains revenue to ad spend available instead of value to consumer

» Growth of the digital ad market is forecast to slow down from 17.7% in 2018 to 8.6% in 2022

▪ Subscription-based platforms are incentivized to improve their product and retain a loyal 

user base

» Management teams have visibility into consumption patterns, helping illuminate levers for growth 

» Content and media platforms have trended toward the ‘freemium’ model

» Highly relevant content and discovery is key for consumers

» Subscription services will grow across more verticals as they move away from advertisements

35%
Growth when

Candy Crush cut

ads from its game

46%
Of online shoppers

pay for media

subscriptions



A Break-Up of an Advertising Duopoly7
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A Break-Up of an Advertising Duopoly7

▪ 2018 = A watershed year for Amazon after relaunching its Advertising Services

» In Q3 of 2018, Amazon Advertising’s conversion rate was ~3x higher than Google shopping

» Becoming the go-to for Advertising due to its leadership in e-commerce

» Amazon’s visitors are shoppers, having more purchase intent than visitors of Facebook or Google

▪ It is ripe for Amazon to establish itself as a market leader in online advertising 

» Advertisers will spend $4.6bn on Amazon, diverting from Facebook & Google’s 58% market share

» Amazon is developing an end-to-end service rather than purchasing ad space on other sites
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A Break-Up of an Advertising Duopoly (Cont’d)7

▪ Agencies and platforms are positioning themselves to help account managers navigate 

Amazon’s constantly evolving platform

» More than half of online product searches begin on Amazon 

» Many account managers lack the tools to optimize all of the levers in the Amazon ecosystem

» Amazon controls multiple touch points of the brand experience, and will grow with these 
agencies

▪ The need for an end-to-end partner is greater than ever

» WPP owned Marketplace Ignition aims to manage all touch points of the brand experience

» Gradient.io, launched by Bobby Figueroa who left Amazon, raised $3.5m in Oct’18

» Expect accelerating growth from Amazon agencies, including Content 26, and Orca Pacific



Last Mile Delivery Going the Distance8
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Last Mile Delivery Going the Distance8

▪ Users expect fast delivery to come as standard

» 56% of millennial shoppers expect same-day shipping be an option  

» Only 2 of the top 50 online retailers currently offer same day shipping to date

» 61% of online shoppers are willing to pay extra for the convenience 

▪ The last leg of the delivery is the most expensive and inefficient aspect of shipping

» Last mile delivery accounts for 53% of the total transportation cost

» With the proliferation of “free shipping”, consumers are less likely to foot the bill

» Retailers are innovating last mile delivery to protect margins and accelerate delivery times

▪ Crowdsourced delivery is considered as a less asset-intensive method for delivery

» Customers are already aware and familiar with on-demand models like Uber and Airbnb

» Would require minimal user education

» Provides greater control, faster deliveries, and enhanced visibility to the shopping experience
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Last Mile Delivery Going the Distance (Cont’d)8

▪ Urban warehouses are under development to assist firms for fast deliveries

» Amazon developed 75 fulfilment centers within 20 miles of half of the U.S. population

» Big box stores offer 2 day delivery for a min. order while Amazon is closing in on free 2hr delivery

» Ryder System is expanding its two-day delivery and installation solution for big-and-bulky goods

▪ Companies are creating mobile warehouses to have inventory on-hand closer to 

customers’ doorsteps

» Companies could use customer data to see what they may want, even if they didn’t order it

» This allows delivery services to load noncommitted inventory to be upsold 

» Drivers can bring previously bought items to the customer, increasing the value of each sale



End of the Boys Club9
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End of the Boys Club9

▪ Investors are accelerating the success of female founders and women in Venture Capital

» Aspect and Cowboy Ventures are actively focused on accelerating the success of female 
founders and rising women in venture capital 

» Mary Meeker targets $1.25B for new growth fund, called Bond

▪ These investment strategies have garnered support from many LP counterparts 

» Aspect raised $181m for its second fund, drawing support from Melinda Gates and Cisco, among 
others

» Cowboy recently closed another fundraise, with nearly half of the LP’s involved being women
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End of the Boys Club (Cont’d)9

▪ Female entrepreneurs are rewriting the narrative at the startup level as well

» Textio (Kieran Snyder) uses AI to correct gender bias and predict the performance of business 
documents as they’re being written

– Increased women applicants at Nvidia by 28% and the number of women Vodafone 
recruited by 7% by rephrasing job listings

» Accompany, a relationship intelligence platform founded by Amy Chang, was bought by Cisco 
with Amy being installed as SVP of its Collaboration Technology Group

▪ We are seeing a push for change from the top to unify the tech industry’s decision makers 

» Neighborhood networking platform NextDoor named Sarah Friar its first female CEO

» Andreessen Horowitz hired its first female GP, Katie Haun

» HR Startup Namely appointed Elisa Steele as CEO, bolstered by $60m in funding from GGV



10 Professional Capital Sources Scouting for Entry 

Points into Blockchain
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Professional Capital Sources Scouting for Entry 

Points into Blockchain
10

▪ Cryptocurrencies moving from the periphery into the mainstream and putting blockchain 

at the front of the corporate agenda

» Between Jan’17 and Jan’18, Bitcoin’s price rocketed from $800 to nearly $20K

▪ Our 2018 report “Token Frenzy – The fuel of the blockchain”, predicted a correction at a 

time of unprecedented euphoria

» Predicted a 90% correction of the market, wiping out the majority of cryptocurrencies over 2018

» The velocity of the plummet and the elimination of over $800bn in value has nonetheless surprising

▪ Interest in Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) from financial institutions is in full speed

» There is a thin line between being first and being last

» We expect market participants won’t miss out on the blockchain and cryptocurrency revolution

▪ We predict 2019 will be the year of institutional capital inflow into blockchain

» But backed by the corporate and family office side and their desire to build positions

» This will happen through funds, equity investing into blockchain technology projects 

» Will occur through financial instruments and derivative products related to major cryptocurrencies
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255

467

237
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193 203

Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18 Mar-18 Apr-18 May-18 Jun-18 Jul-18 Aug-18 Sep-18 Oct-18

Institutional Money Flowing into Crypto

Source: CoinMarketCap; cryptofundresearch.com
*A simplified representation

Total market capitalisation of the cryptocurrency market*, last 12 months, USDbn

March 19th

G20 meet and focus 

on crypto regulation

April 13th

Barclays announces 

crypto trading desk

May 3rd

Goldman Sachs plans 

to launch a crypto 

trading desk

May 31st

Bittrex announces the 

launch of a USD/BTC 

trading pair

June 6th

SEC states that Bitcoin 

is not a security

June15 th

SEC states that 

Ethereum is not a 

security 

June 25th

Andreessen Horowitz 

launches $300 million 

crypto fund

July 2nd

Coinbase Custody 

opens its doors for 

business

October 5th

Yale invests in crypto 

fund that raised $400 

million

July 16th

Ethos launches crypto 

wallet and plans for 

fiat gateway

October 15th

Fidelity is launching a 

crypto trading and 

storage platform

September 13th

BitGo receives 

approval to act as a 

custodian

October 23rd

Coinbase receives 

approval to act as a 

custodian

5.9 7.1

Global crypto assets under management, USDbn

Decreasing volatility, growing professionalism, regulatory adjustments

10
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▪ But the question remains: what obstructs professional capital inflow?

» Regulation: Most Cryptocurrencies are categorized as securities apart from Bitcoin and Ethereum 

» Custodianship: Banking-grade custodian solutions from many promising initiatives are underway

» Liquidity: We noticed an increase in regulated exchanges and banks involved in crypto 
exchange

▪ Overall, the correction is ongoing and healthy for the sector to allow the technology to 

catch up

» Solutions currently being built to reduce the barriers of adoption – both retail and institutional

» Capital formation is expected to grow number of wallets, users and trading volumes

▪ We expect another wave of hype in DLT in 2019

» This time more technology and product focused

Professional Capital Sources Scouting for Entry 

Points into Blockchain (Cont’d)
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